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 Pre-Zone Break-outs (Zone Commissioners)
 Prayer / Aimee Sandoval
 Pledge of Allegiance and Veterans Honor / Dan Bozarth
 Oath and Law / Trevin Sandoval
 Cub Scout Applause – Pass the Pencil
 Hot Topic page 2-3

Email Kimberly Houser with
announcements by

SDIC
Roundtable

Monday December 6th

TOGETHER WE ACHIEVE GREATNESS

“Giving Back” with Emcee Eric



“Thanks and Gratitude” Eric Sandoval & Winnie Lee

 Council Minute / Dick Kelly page 3
 Safety Moment “Resilience” / Josh Riesland page 4
 Announcements / Bob Dixon page 4
 Skit “Raisins” / Pack 959
 Transition Thought to Break-outs / Eric Sandoval page 5
Break-out sessions:
 Special Break-out “Giving Back” page 5
 Cub Break-out “Care and Feeding of the Giving Tree” page 6
 Scouts BSA Break-out “Service” page 7

Special points of interest:
•

Online Re-chartering

•

Popcorn Sales

•

2022 Registration Fees

•

Current Eagle Rank Application Process

•

Monthly Roundtable

•

Scouting 360

Hot Topic

“Thanks and Gratitude”
with Eric Sandoval & Winnie Lee

How expressing your own gratitude can impact Scouting.

So what do I mean when I say gratitude? I’d like to say Gratitude is
a contraction of ‘great’ & ‘attitude’ but it’s not. What exactly is it
then? Robert Emmons, a psychologist professor at UC Davis has
built his career on researching gratitude defines it as, “recognizing
goodness in our lives. It is identifying and appreciating the intention
and effort involved in the actions affecting us and the benefits they generate”. That’s a pretty wordy definition.
I think the most important part of it is the “intention and effort” part. I take that to mean that gratitude doesn’t
hinge on outcome. You don’t have to have a perfect scout meeting or an epic campout to feel gratitude.
Even if the campfire was a total disaster you can use gratitude to reframe how you see it; you can appreciate
the intended outcome and the effort put into it. Carrying that gratitude forward, the next time a campfire
event comes up, you may find yourself more willing to help make it a better campfire. Your added help may
be all that was needed to make a cringe-worthy campfire into a memorable night.
So why am I bring this topic up now? Thanksgiving was just a convenient coincidence. Gratitude can and
should be year-round because it is good for you. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) states that expressing
gratitude is a key component in emotional wellness and among their studies they have found it can lead to
lower blood pressure, reduced the risk for heart disease, lead to healthier weight and better blood sugar
levels, as well as a longer life as a result.



The Mayo Clinic and Johns Hopkins both attest to the value of gratitude expression in
daily life. The APA draws the connection between mental health and physical health
stating in one article, “a more grateful heart is indeed a more healthy heart, and that
gratitude journaling is an easy way to support [overall] health.”



So what is this “gratitude Journal”? That’s where we can start to bring practicing gratitude to our Scouts.
Articulating gratitude in writing is the gratitude journal. Often called “3 good things” since the exercise usually
involves writing down three good things that happened in the day: “Today I smiled when... I will always
remember.... It was helpful today when....” A gratitude journal is a personal tool and should be exactly
whatever works for you: a bound leather book, a pack of post-it notes, or the backside of work
notes...whatever gets you to focus in and think about what’s good in the world.
Does it work?
Yes, actually. Our troop worked a journal into the summer camp book we made for our scouts to have on
them at camp. Scouts reported initially that they liked the convenient way to keep the memories but that
summer camp remains the one they all talk about. The majority of the troop wanted to go back the next year
and several have applied to staff it. No doubt it was because they had fun in a quality program but I also think
the lasting positive sentiments are from the fact that they actively committed to memory three good things
that happened to them every day. The dirt, bugs, mystery meat- everything that was bad- just didn’t get
focused on so it’s all faded into memory.
Now, what does this mean for all of us in Scouts?
good

3

things

find out on the next page!

Gratitude journaling has shown to result in improved work-life balance in the immediacy and significant
benefits in happiness, depression, and emotional exhaustion are seen for up to 1 year. Haven’t we all been
feeling a little bit of burn out lately? This free and simple tool of expressing gratitude could really help with
the attrition I know all of our units have been facing in the last year and a half. So I’ll leave you with “3 good
things” that gratitude can do for you in your scouting roles:
1. Gratitude promotes
physiologically restorative
behaviors {ie sleep}. Sleep loss
negatively affects relationships
because sleep-deprived people are
less trusting of others and more
impatient, frustrated, and hostile.
Well rested adults make for better
committee meetings!

2. Gratitude reduces the sense of
entitlement. Grateful individuals
live in a way that leads to the kind of
workplace environment that human
beings long for; full of joy, optimism,
enthusiasm and lower levels of
envy, resentment, greed and
bitterness. Start your youth now in
making a habit of expressing
gratitude.

3. Gratitude drives us to contribute
more to our organization. Grateful
individuals are more likely to
volunteer for extra work assignments,
take time to mentor coworkers, be
compassionate when someone has
problem and encourage and praise
others. Sounds like every leader’s
dream unit!

.

Sources:
https://newsinhealth.nih.gov/2019/03/practicing-gratitude
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27187845/
https://www.apa.org/news/press/releases/2015/04/grateful-heart
https://newsinhealth.nih.gov/2015/08/positive-emotions-your-health
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/joy-at-jhm/office-of-well-being/documents/archive/12_Practicing_gratitude_.pdf
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/improve-health-practice-gratitude/art-20270841
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/three_surprising_ways_that_gratitude_works_at_work vcbvv

Council Minute
https://seascouts.sdicbsa.org/program/sdic-sail-fleet/osprey/

Meet the Osprey! A gracious
donation to the council
makes this IMX38 sloop
SDIC’s newest member of
the fleet
LOA: 38 ft 0 in
Beam: 12 ft 8 in
Maximum Draft: 6 ft 11 in
Displacement: 11800 lbs
Ballast: 6173 lbs

BSA SAFETY MOMENT
RESILIENCE
SUMMARY
Resilience is the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats, or
significant sources of stress such as family and relationship issues, serious health problems, and
school or financial pressures. Resilience is not a trait that people either have or don’t have but involves
behaviors, thoughts, and actions that anyone can learn and develop.
GENERAL INFORMATION
Developing resilience is a personal journey. What works well for one individual may not work for another, so people must develop and
use several strategies. Some variations can reflect cultural or other differences.
How to Build Resiliency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accept that change is an inevitable part of living.
Make positive connections with others and be willing to accept help.
Look for opportunities for self-discovery in order to enhance personal growth.
Move slowly and realistically toward your goals, and track your progress.
Maintain a hopeful, optimistic outlook, and visualize accomplishing your goal.
Recognize what is important in view of the whole situation.
Take care of yourself physically, emotionally, and spiritually.
Avoid seeing crises as overwhelming or impossible but rather as opportunities to grow and improve.
Find positive ways to reduce stress and negative feelings.
Take decisive action quickly and completely.
Keep a positive, confident view of yourself.

When Additional Help Is Needed
Getting help when you need it is crucial to building your resilience. Many people turn to family members, friends, or others who
care about them for support and encouragement. Self-help and community support groups can be helpful. Seeking the assistance
of a licensed mental health professional can be an important next step.
RESOURCES
• American Psychological Association—Got Bounce? Resilience for Teens: www.apa.org/helpcenter/bounce.aspx
• Psychology Today—Emotional Resilience: 9 Ways to Be Resilient in Tough Times:
www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/click-here-happiness/201809/emotional-resilience-9-ways-be-resilient-in-tough-times

You know by now where
we keep our fabulous
announcements….
…in the vault! Full resolution
fliers can be found in the
RT announcements vault
Topics include:
Gulls Night
HAT Announcements
The Giving Tree
Recharter
Friends of Scouting

Transition thought
I came to the topic of gratitude after having a conversation with a Scouter about how many times they’d
been to Philmont and Seabase. They were missing a trip to Northern Tier which they assured me they
were slated to “get” in a few years- after the National Jamboree.
I came away from the conversation feeling a little disillusioned at not hearing anything about what the
Scouter actually “got” out of these trips. I was afraid they were checking boxes while focused on
finding out what else Scouting could do for them not feeling true gratitude for what they’d already
been able to do or thanks for the program that provided it.
As I thought about it some more, I reminded myself that Scouting is a framework designed to provide
opportunities and that the participants (youth and adults alike) will get out of Scouting whatever it is
they need most in their lives. For many it is adventure, for some it is skill proficiency, for others it’s
autonomy, and for some it is safety.
We’re all here in Scouting because we’re all getting something out of it but I guarantee it’s different for
everyone so please keep that in mind when, like what happened to me, you think someone “missed the
point” of Scouting- nope, they’re just getting something you don’t need. Likewise, the ways we express
thanks and gratitude for this amazing program are going to be different from person to person but
however you do, to risk the cliché, I implore all of you to “ask not what Scouting can do for you, but
what you can do for Scouting”.
In Gratitude
Eric

Breakout Sessions
The San Diego Scout Shop is providing an opportunity for the Scouting community to help local Scout
members who may be in need of uniforms and uniform items.
This help will be done through The Holiday Giving Tree program running November 12 through
December 17, 2021. The Holiday Giving Tree will be set up at the Scout Shop with Holiday Giving cards
on it. Each card will have the first name of the Scout along with the uniform items that they need. There
will also be a space for other items they may want such as books, crafts, camping items, etc. Customers
and Scout supporters can purchase the item(s) and give them to the store staff to collect for each child.
We will keep the name of the individual(s) confidential. Only the store staff will have access to the
Scout’s name.
If you have any concerns or questions, please contact the store staff by email: alma.smith@scouting.org.
Thank you in advance for your assistance. With leaders like you, this program will greatly benefit our
Scouting community.

There were many different reasons of why people were or are in scouting. Some
were because it is a family tradition, some because there children wanted to be in
and some because they were asked.
We spoke about what we give to the youth and to each other as Scouters. For
adults the gift giving is a way of saying thank you for all that is done for the youth in
scouting.
One person shared a photo of themselves with their son from when their child was
younger. It was a thank you and reminder of all they had done. Someone had a
vintage uniform they had been given from another scouter to show thanks and for
them to remember the past. Another scouter had a hat saying it was a thank you for
all that they had done- and it keepss them warm when out teaching the youth.

For Lions and Tigers, trace the hand and
write a single gratitude item on the trunk

Gratitude Trees!
Wolf and Bear scouts can
make ‘leaves’ from hand
prints and write things they
are grateful for on each.

Advanced Cubs can do Advanced Trees!
https://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2017/11/paperbag-gratitude-tree-kids.html
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Citizenship In Society Merit Badge
Citizenship in Society Merit Badge!(originally called "Diversity", then "Diversity, Equity and Inclusion") has
been officially released on November 1, 2021. The badge will become Eagle Required as of July 1, 2022. The
requirements can be!downloaded from National's website. There will not be any pamphlet for this badge - it is
intended to be an open-ended discussion between the Scout and the Counselor. The official announcement can be
found!on National's website.!The Scouts BSA recommends that anyone wishing to become a merit badge counselor
for this takes the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion training, available through the BSA Learn Center
at!my.scouting.org, and also released this video last month to help guide prospective Citizenship in Society merit
badge counselors:!https://vimeo.com/613861523!

** The Citizenship in Society Merit Badge replaces one of the optional merit badges needed for Eagle
Rank. The number of merit badges required for Eagle will remain at 21, with 14 Required and 7
Optional merit badges.
FROM 11/11/2021: (Garfield S. Murden, National Director, Scouts BSA, Pilots &Program Development.
“Eagle Scout Candidates will continue to use the current rank requirements until June 30, 2022, and will not be
required to complete the new Citizenship In Society Merit Badge as long as they complete all the current Eagle
Rank requirements before July 1, 2022.
**They do not have to submit their final Eagle Scout application nor complete their Eagle Scout Board Of
Review prior to July 1, 2022, but must complete all current Eagle Scout requirements before then.
**Starting July 1, 2022, Eagle Scout candidates will be required to complete all Eagle Scout requirements
including the new Citizenship In Society merit badge.
**As has been the practice, the Local Council will be responsible for verifying in the system the Eagle Scout
candidate and their completion of Eagle Scout requirements. The Local Council will determine those Scouts that
meet all requirements before July 1, 2022 under the current requirements, and those Scouts that fall under the
new Eagle Scout requirements of July 1, 2022.

